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Abstract. The frequency of new product introduction requires adaptable production system. In this context, this paper deals with the reconfiguration issue
during factory layout design regarding the introduction of a new product in an
existing production line. A repair approach from planning recovery is explored
to address this issue. We show that long term performance can be reached if future products can be integrated easily in the existing production system with
low disruptions on current operations during the reconfiguration phase.
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1

Introduction

Due to rapid changing market, product lifecycle is decreasing and model mix is high
in most industrial organization. This generates highly individualized engineering tasks
and repetitions of development and validation activities. In this paper we propose an
approach which allows analyzing production line reconfiguration process taking into
account the future product to be produced.
Even though a lot of research work has been done on flexible and reconfigurable production systems, the reconfiguration process itself is less supported by suitable methodology. The different cases of the reconfiguration problem and the activities involved in the reconfiguration process need first to be categorized. The operations to
be performed are intended to minimize the disruption on the existing assembly line.
Adequate selection criteria need to be identified to assess each alternative.
A critical review of various approaches in design and reconfiguration of assembly
systems reported in the recently published literature is first presented with a special
emphasis on new product introduction. A methodology based on repair is introduced
to address the reconfiguration issue. Finally, a case study is presented to illustrate the
introduction of new products on existing assembly line.
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Context and motivation

The context of this study is about capacity requirement analysis and product allocation to assembly unit during the preliminary factory design. Configuration is the arrangement of the production system layout and the associated assembly process to
achieve production objectives. Reconfiguration is a more difficult process than initial
configuration because we need to consider not only the desired outcome of a configuration process but also find the most suitable way to reach this state.
Reconfigurability is the ability to add, remove and/or rearrange in a timely and costeffective manner the components and functions of a system which can result in a required set of alternate configurations [1]. Several cases may arise when introducing
new product (1) develop new assembly line, (2) expand existing one or (3) reconfigure existing facility. We consider the reconfiguration process as any change between
production phases. There is a need for a new approach to analyze these reconfiguration processes by taking into account future change and the complexity of the system.
2.1

The reconfiguration problem

The reconfiguration problem is similar to the initial design process, except that there
are existing facility layout and resources constraints. Each new product introduction
brings the following issues: when and how do we reconfigure? The first one depends
on the performance required for the next period; if it is not satisfactory then the reconfiguration is considered. We will focus on the second one which is related to the
choice of adequate reconfiguration operations to perform in order to satisfy the new
product change and existing constraints.
Several alternatives can be identified and they usually differ by their flexibility level.
The decision to develop flexible assembly line on the first product is one of the main
issue in factory design. It should not be supported by profitability analysis only but by
technical performance criteria as well. This is because economic advantages of flexible systems appear on long period and the decision does not refer to the same product.
On the other hand the profitability rule for a facility investment in most companies is
less than one year, which does not give advantage to flexible solutions.
²

Fig. 1. Reconfiguration issue and the production system lifecycle [2]

Typical issue when introducing a new product B in a production system already producing A is represented in Fig.1. The decision we try to formalize is related to the
operations to perform during the reconfiguration phase. Some research works related
to this problem and their contributions are described below.
2.2

Literature review

Several researches addressed the reconfiguration problem in different contexts. Most
of them focus on operational planning and control of reconfigurable production system (RPS). Some deal with the balancing problem in reconfigurable manufacturing
system (RMS) with genetic algorithm [3]. Economic justification of changeability in
reconfigurable assembly systems (RAS) is proposed with a strategic point of view.
Changeability classification and enablers for reconfiguration planning are presented
but no specific methodology for the reconfiguration process has raised [4].
Others developed a methodology to choose between dedicated, reconfigurable and
flexible production system based on cost analysis and capacity investment [5]. Reconfigurability measurement has been also proposed based on axiomatic design and
structure design matrix [6].
Some research works contributed to reconfiguration planning to minimize total
lifecycle cost on several product generations. Assembly system reconfiguration planning problem (ASRP) has been resolved by dynamic programing and genetic algorithm [7]. Instead of generating new assembly plans from scratch, reconfigurable
process planning (RPP) intends to generate portion of the master assembly planning
referring to the new operations which are optimally positioned within the master plan
[8] [9]. This approach enables local reconfiguration of assembly sequence plans.
A premise of reconfiguration methodology is proposed by [12], where several structures of RMS have been assessed according to their productivity. The study involves a
simplified production line with only five stations to enable exact method analysis.
All the previous approaches deal with either operational planning and control of reconfigurable production system or the reconfiguration planning problem. Few deals
with the operations to perform for the reconfiguration. The impact of the solution on
the initial system configuration is not really taken into account. In these circumstances, adequate methodology is then required to address these issues to minimize the
impact of the reconfiguration while taking into account the problem complexity.
In the following, we will focus on a planning repair methodology that has been used
to minimize the disruption on the existing organization. It has been applied to supply
chain, building project and workshop rescheduling [10] [11]. The relevant results of
this approach require particular attention since our objective is to minimize the impact
of new product introduction on the initial factory layout configuration. We propose to
analyze their projections on the reconfiguration of assembly system domain.
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Reconfiguration approach

The reconfiguration problem can be seen as a planning repair as long as the objective
is to minimize disruption on existing production system. The aim in project planning
repair is to minimize the impact of the disruption on the initial master plan and associated organizational aspects, while in production system reconfiguration the aim
consists in minimizing the impact of new product introduction on the initial system
configuration. A plan repair can be seen as planning with re-use of fragments of the
previous plan [13]. It can be defined as a local and limited modification of a previously calculated planning. The approach is particularly suited to solve scheduling problem or partially deficient resulting from any kind of disruption.
The principle of the studied method comes from the cooperative and distributed problem solving that has been already implemented in production and logistics, and extended to building site organization [14]. This principle is based on the development
of solutions by the actors themselves for limiting the impact of disruptions throughout
the organization while ensuring the achievement of objectives. Rather than implementing a new planning calculation, the purpose is to repair the existing plan.
In order to achieve this goal, strategies for responding to disruptions have been defined consisting in a sequence of repair operations applied to the disrupted planning.
Initially these operations consisted in time shifts or tasks permutations within one or
more resources. Solving strategies implement sequences of repair operations in order
to limit the impact of disruptions on the organization. Each implemented strategy will
be evaluated in term of cost and delay in order to decide of using a strategy.
The same idea is retrieved in a factory design and reconfiguration with an additional
dimension to the timeline of a plan. Repair operations consist in limiting tasks that
minimize the impact of the new product on the current production system configuration. Operations may involve layout change, additional resources, equipment replacement or logistic concept adaptation [2]. The reconfiguration approach is based
on repair method to find reconfiguration solutions initiated by the decision to introduce a new product. Designers may therefore focus on minimizing the impacts of the
new system configuration on production cost and logistics, layout requirement, operation and workforce need or equipment availability. To do so, an analogy between
both domains is presented, followed by first steps of the decision process.
3.1

Analogy between system reconfiguration and planning repair

Here we use the principle of analogy to transpose some concepts of the planning
problem to the reconfiguration issue. This analogy enables us to consider assembly
reconfiguration issue as a planning repair, which takes us from a temporal point of
view to space occupation point of view. The idea is to show common concepts and
methodology to use existing resolution based on repair approach.
In planning problem, a task is composed of several operations which need to be assigned to an actor with limited time capacity. Each operation may require one or sev-

eral resources to perform the task. In the reconfiguration problem, an assembly unit is
composed of several workstations to allocate on a limited layout. The same analogy
between time and space has been successfully used for the arrangement of cable harness design [16] where scheduling method have been used to arrange cable allocation.
Task
Assembly unit
Temporal attributes
Spatial attributes
- Duration (required time)
- Surface (required space)
- Start date
- Loading station
- End date
- Unloading station
- Temporal margin
- Available space on the layout
Physical attribute
Physical attribute
Working unit produced by the task - Production capacity in jop per hour
Resources
Ressources
- Equipment
- Workstation
- Tools
- Tooling and fixtures
Actors
Worker
- Quantity
- Workforce
Structural attributs
Structural attributs
- Interruptible
- Décomposable (Split into 2 blocs)
Table 1. Analogy between reconfiguration and planning

In our case, reconfiguration operations may involve layout change, additional resources, equipment replacement or logistic concept adaptation.
3.2

Minor reconfiguration: develop new process with low disruption.
Significant reconfiguration: reuse part of existing process (carry over)
Major reconfiguration: redesign the whole factory layout.
The decision process in production system reconfiguration

The analogy enabled us to validate the principle of repair in a layout reconfiguration
context, the next step consists in identifying and evaluates several categories of operations to perform and analyze their impact on the production system. The decision
process follows the 4 steps, analysis, design, selection and implementation.
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Analyze the new product parameters and the actual assembly line capability
Design : identify reconfiguration strategies
Decision or selection: choose between alternatives based on several criterion
Implementation and evaluation: implement reconfiguration operations.

Reconfiguration case study

We illustrate the design step with an automotive body shop example. For a new product introduction, an industrial company is dealing with flexibility investment decision
to improve its production process. The cost of the new flexible equipment is known

but the real operational cost is usually not. To support this decision we can compare
the performance of the production system with and without the flexible equipment.
When a car body is made, the parts are first stamped from rolls of steel, the overall
body is welded together to create a shell, and then the individual parts are welded
together into the body on a moving assembly line. This part of the process is performed in the Body in White (BIW) workshop containing several layers:




4.1

Mainlines or assembly units (ex: opening unit, main floor)
Subassemblies (ex: front door) supplying the mainline.
Cells (ex: robotic hemming cell)
Workstation (ex: manual gun welding)
Description of the case study

We assume that a company produces a product A and plans to introduce a new product B in two years, as described in Table 2. Specific tooling for product (A) is installed on the line in Hypotheses 1 while flexible tooling is installed for products (A)
and (B) in hypothesis 2. The idea is to illustrate the reconfiguration operations at T2
Year
Product

0
A

1
A

2
A +B

Hyp 1

C0 + a

C1 + b

Hyp 2

C+a

b

Table 2. Investment cash flow for new product introduction
C: capacitary investment
C0: Tooling investment for A

a, b: specific investment for product A or B
C1: remove tooling for A and install for B

Figure 4 represents the investment cash flow for hypotheses 1 and 2. The vertical line
defines the reconfiguration phase. For the same initial capacitary investment (left side
of each hypothesis), the two year cash flow cost is higher for hypothesis 1. The study
has been conducted in the context of profitability analysis between both solutions
which enables us to identify investment related reconfiguration operations.

Fig. 2. Investment cash flow between product A and B

Time

The difference between the two scenarios is due to the cost of operations to perform
during the reconfiguration. The main characteristics of both cases are listed below.

Hyp 1
Hyp 2
Design and build additional fixtures
Build additional fixture with no extra design
Production stop during reconfiguration
No disruption to production (week end)
Find space for additional equipment
Space already available for added equipment
Recalibrate and re-plan robot trajectory
No need for recalibration
Need to restart production
No disruption to production
Table 3. Difference between two reconfiguration strategies

A solving strategy involves several reconfiguration operations starting from the least
to the most disrupting one. Several criteria are used to assess their impact.
4.2

Performance analysis and selection criteria

Even though cost related performance is important in the preliminary design, technical and human factor criteria need to be considered in reconfiguration. Evaluation of
the reconfiguration process is based on the final state of the system, when the previous operations have been implemented. The main selection criteria are presented for
the factory level or the subassembly level (manual or an automated system).
Factory
- Investment
- Required space
- Value added time ratio
- Operational costs
- Availability

Manual assembly line
- Value added time ratio
- Product flexibility
- Volume flexibility
- Workforce
- Required surface

Automated assembly line
- Investment / capacity
- Product flexibility
- Volume flexibility
- Availability
- Value added time ratio

Based on these criteria, an objective function mainly based on cost and time is defined
to assess the relevance of the reconfiguration strategies. Those that satisfy the new
requirement and respect constraint (available space, and resource capacity) are kept.

5

Conclusions et future research

The aim of this paper is to propose an approach for production system reconfiguration
in new product introduction. One of the conditions to reach long term performance is
to ease future reconfiguration. For that, a repair approach has been explored.
The analogy between reconfiguration and planning repair showed that a task can be
associated to an assembly process and other concept such as capacity or layout can be
defined the same way. This approach leads us to propose a reconfiguration methodology which minimizes the impact of product change on initial system configuration.
A typology of reconfiguration operations has been presented based on the case study.
In this paper, we focus on the impact of the reconfiguration operations on layout and
investment. As a perspective, impact on the other criterion can be analyzed. Further
analysis also needs to be done regarding the reconfiguration methodology which consists in choosing the suitable combination of these operations. Objective function
based on performance criteria can be used to support this decision.
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